Abstract. We present in this paper a task allocation mechanism constrained by a distributed, complex environment namely in our case a home network. Thus, added to multi agent systems constraints, we have restrictions in terms of communication (available throughput) and resource (bandwidth). We have a multi agent system with a knowledge base, and we have to ensure a proper quality of service in home Network adjusting the routing in real time by applying alternative route to the main ones. Our approach uses the first price sealed bid type auction: when an agent does not have an alternative route, it launches an auction. The agent offering the best price will be the next hop of the route.
Introduction
With the success of the Internet, its expansion in home, the adaptability, flexibility and decentralization of its application, limits had appeared. Those problems affect both users and operators. Because they are neophyte, users are unable to react properly to any event occuring in their home network. This is a direct consequence of high level control lacks. Operators are faced with the inability to properly transcribe business policies to their equipment configuration.
The task allocation problematic is a central issue in software agent systems, distributed systems but also in various areas [11, 13, 7] . This is a direct consequence of agent's hetereogenity of the multi agent system. Each agent has its own abilities, and a partial view of its environment. The multi agent systems can be assimilated to a company, where an employee does not necessarily know all its coworkers, but all the employees with their own abilities and behaviors converge to a common goal, maximizing corporation's profit [14, 13, 7] .
In this paper, we propose a task allocation mechanism to adjust the routing and also the quality of service in a home network. In this environment, we have constraints in terms of communication as we are limited by bandwidths, in terms of resource which is based on the available throughput and finally because there is only a partial visibility [12] . This paper is organized as follow: we start with an overview of the problem then we are introducing the agent we are using to solve our problematic and one application. Finally we conclude and present some future works.
Problem overview
We call Home Network a set of elements that compose our high-tech environment at home with a home gateway (box) and others home devices like phones, television, PC. . . This type of network can not be studied separately of the Internet thus, the broadband access is the first aspect to be considered [10, 9] .
No longer than 15 years ago, Internet access at home was reserved to some elite. They were using an analogical modem (56K) connected to their desktop PC, and they were painfully surfing the Internet and reading their e-mails. However, with broadband accesses, the Internet starts to widespread, based on this modem-PC architecture.
This was the first step of the Home Network, since triple-play offers introduce the notion of router inside the home. Nowadays there is a home gateway in mostly every home, which provides dedicated interfaces for Internet access, telephony and television. This gateway is providing interfaces for those three services: SCART or HDMI, Ethernet or WiFi, analogical telephony.
In the near future, all those services will merge IP, thus creating only one into network over the Home. The single router architecture will no longer be sufficient because it will have to provide at least 10 Mb/s in each corner of the house (HDTV flow for instance). That is why, standardisation consortiums tend to agree on the architecture illustrated in figure 1 , which add several devices named HNID (Home Network Infrastructure Device) in order to improve the coverage (see [6] ). Those devices also act as bridges between technologies.
Introducing HNID, the network will cover all the home with good conditions, but also enable the network to suppport more devices. However, creating a real network, with active elements, leverages routing problematic: how can we provide routing in the Home Network ? The tricky point is that the medium (WiFi) is very perturbation sensitive and its bandwidth may collapse very quickly.
This routing problematic is quite well known in networks. Home Networks inherit from ad-hoc networks, but this domain only considers wireless links, excluding PLC 1 benefits. At the opposite, it also inherits from corporate networks which already have such kind of architecture, but in Home Network, the user is neophyte and there is no human network administrator to configure and maintain it. In other words, the Home Network has to be autonomic, which means that it has to optimize itself in order to provide the best service possible to the end-user. Introducing autonomy in networks is an emerging and widely recognized idea in the telecomunication world. One way to autonomy is to work with a lot of knowledge (see 3.1) within the network but also to take high-level decisions as the network complexity is increasing.
Knowledge plane
The knowledge plane has been added upon applications to mutualize information. It has been introduced by [3] , a network reseacher, and defined as:
[. . . ] a distributed and decentralized construct within the network that gathers, aggregates, and manages information about network behavior and operation.
We grasp this concept through a multi-agent system based on knowledge.
Ginkgo Multi agent system
What is the Ginkgo Platform? The agent platform can be considered as a middle-ware for Autonomic Networking. It was designed to run onto network equipments: that means the platform is distributed over the network. The platform architecture is presented on figure 2 .
Each agent is embedded on a network device and has a partial view of its environment which is defined by the application designer. It communicates only exchanging knowledge with neighbours. It stores the data used by an agent in an homogeneous and structured way and provides diffusion mechanisms of this knowledge between the agents. -Situated View:It is the partial view that an agent has of its environment [2] .
It gathers local knowledge acquired by examining the device on which is embedded but also the knowledge collected by its peers.
Preliminary work: Ontology, a way to structure the KB Classicaly, in a network device, there are many of algorithms running simultaneously, each one using its own data. This lead to an important overlap, mandatory, since there is no common way to handle data. KB stores not only information manipulated by the behavior and the dynamic planner but also supplies a representation. Thus, it stands to reason to define an ontology which allows us to have a common vocabulary for the knowledge representation. This facilitates the communication between agents. The figure 4 represents a subpart of the ontology using Unified Modeling Language (UML). From this ontology we have derivated a data model and implemented it in the KB. For instance, an agent is embedded into a node which has interfaces connected to other nodes . . . Now, the KB is structured, we have to design the algorithm that relies on this knowledge.
Task Allocation in Home Network

Motivation
In classical approach of routing concerns, we try to tune algorithms to have the lowest convergence time. This can be done by reducing the amount of information taken into account. However, in such a complex environment this may lead to poor routing performances as links quality may fluctuate very quickly.
Our way to handle this problem is to consider that the routing algorithm is performing well in most cases, but need to be by-passed in critical situations, by applying pre-computed alternative routes. This two stages routing assure the quickest response time in case of link failures or link capacity collapse due to external interferences.
Even if the alternative route principle is well-known in the litterature, it is hard to implement, since we first need to monitor the normal operation of the network, and secondly compute (and maintain) in background alternative routes.
When a flow comes to a node, the classical routing process routes it. However, the agent embedded detects this new flow and tries to find out an alternative route. This flow has some specific properties such as type, bandwidth and destination. This make the finding complex (several criteria) and relying on neighbour abilities.
That is why we have chosen to use a task allocation mechanism based on auctions. So, the neighbours can help a node to find out an alternative route offering their ressources. The auction issuer can choose the best offer.
Formalization
The task allocation problematic is represented by a triplet: < T, Ag, c > T : set of tasks Ag = 1, . . . , n: All agents participating in the execution of these tasks C : P (T ) −→ R + : Function defines the execution cost of each task subset and have two constraints:
• Monotony : If we add a task to a set of tasks, the cost of their execution must be superior to the execution cost of the initially set.
• If a task is not executed the cost must be null.
Environment
We consider a set of agents Ag = 1, . . . , n organized according to a network topology as represented in the figure 5. Each agent must handle requests placed in a schedule, knowing that any agent can be the recipient of a query. There are T types of tasks: T = 1, . . . , n. Agents of the network do not have the same skills, they can not perform all types of tasks. In addition, for a given type of task, they are able to execute only x number of tasks Ti (ie corresponds to the structure that is under the Agentd for instance). The figure 5 illustrates the problem. Given these constraints, there are two reasons for which a reallocation is necessary:
• The task type of the request received is not within the skill of the receiving agent.
• The agent has reached the maximum number of tasks it can execute.
Approach and general principles
The proposed mechanism is based on the theory auction mechanism and inspired by auction first-price sealed-bid presented below:
The initiator starts the auction and each participant submits a bid in one turn, without knowing other participants offer. The one which has made the largest offer wins the subject of the auction and pays the amount its offer [5] .
Before we define the general principles, we present the structures that compose the situated view.
• {T ex }: Queue of task to execute 
These structures are used in algorithms presented below. They are implemented as behaviors and are based on these points:
• A task becomes a bid only when it can not be executed by the receiving agent • The situated view is only partially broadcasted • The situated view is transmitted only when there is a change
When an agent receives a task, it checks two conditions:
1. Condition1: If the type of task belongs to its skills 2. Condition2: If the maximum number of execution for this type of task is reached.
If condition 1 is false or condition 2 is true, then the agent initiate an auction about this task following the algorithm described in figure 6 . The initiator agent waits to collect all offers before selecting the best one. Indeed, all neighbours must make an offer, eventually a null one if it can not execute the task.
We suppose that for each task type there is at least two agents can execute it. So, if an agent can not execute a received task and initiate an auction, we assure that there is an other agent can makes an offer.
Moreover, the offers amount is determinated using an algorithm defined by the application designer based on its constraints (here the available throughput).
An agent deletes an auction of its structure {E local } and the referenced offers when the auction is completed (this means that an agent was assigned and it added the task to its structure {T ex }). As for the structure {E global }, an auction will be deleted by the assigned agent after having added it to its {T ex }.
Application
Previous algorithms have been implemented and tested on the Ginkgo Platform using a set of unitary tests. Futhermore, the mechanism has been used by some members of the Ginkgo research team working on Home Networks. In this project, it was used to improve alternative routes computation as explained in [8] .
In this context, a testbed has been implemented which support the scenario described with figures 7(a) and 7(b). HNID are connected using Ethernet, WiFi and PLC, and the network convey data, tv and voice flows. At the beginning ( figure 7(a) ), there are, one data flow over the PLC, and one video flow going from elm to palm over the same medium. In the next step, we generate a perturbation of the PLC link 2 . The agent detects it and applies the alternative route which uses the WiFi link: this change is immediately applied and the user does not suffer from any scrambling. However, the data flow is not redirected since it allows easily some bandwidth reduction. The figure 7 illustrates the situation for the video flow with and without our agents.
In the figure 7(c), without agents, we can see, during the first 10 seconds, that the received rate is almost 9 M b/s. At t = 11s, we start the perturbation, and we can see that the rate is down by 50 % : the quality perceived by the user is very poor. On the contrary, the same scenario is done with agent ( figure 7(d) ) : the rate is unstable during 3s, after that the user can enjoy a good quality. Those 3s can be considered as important, but this is only an implementation concern, since agents are computing proactively alternative route (not adding delay) and the perturbation detection can be done in less than a second. 
Conclusion and future works
The use of this auction based mechanism has provided some ease in its application, because the developer should in no case search a solution to its problems namely the computation of alternative route, but just determine task, and what represent a price. This prove that this proposed solution is generic and can be applied to many network problems.
As future works, we would like to investigate other applications like HandOver or, the virtualization [4, 1] , even GMPLS.
The use of distributed artificial intelligence allows to overcome the limits of networks solutions. In other words, effectively manage the complexity of growing networks.
As an immediate enhancement, we will do a statistical validation studying extreme cases, for example, additional requests to determinate the limit of this mecanism and improve the algorithm or propose another one complementary.
